POND LAB
This worldwide unique pond laboratory gives you dedicated support to combat problems with algae and cloudiness in
your pond.

Credits are sold to corporate investors who use them to offset federal tax liability. North latitutde and 73 deg.
Heating: hot water radiators throughout the building. Properties are professionally and privately managed and
not typically affiliated with or managed by the local housing authority. Equity generated from the sale of
credits allows the development of a Class A quality asset that can be leased at below market rents. The Flax
Pond Marine Lab is an active research and instructional facility involved in investigating fundamental
problems affecting marine fisheries on regional and national scales. A central entryway divides the smaller
west wing-dry labs and offices-from the largest east wing-wet running water labs, seawater system and pumps.
When contacting the Coordinator, please describe briefly your proposed plan of study, timetable, funding
source s and facilities needed. Manipulative use: Draining and filling of ponds required. Three main goals of
the laboratory are: Provide facilities for scientists conducting marine science research; Provide educational and
research training opportunities in marine science for students at all levels Increase public awareness of marine
sciences. Each pond has a drain controlled by a butterfly valve, and a gravity-fed water distribution system
supplies each pair of ponds via a water hydrant. While ultimately regulated by the IRS, the development
program is administered by the individual states, allowing each state to prioritize their housing needs. Cooling:
central air conditioning. Fish Pond Development personally guarantees development completion and ongoing
operations of the development with oversight by the asset management departments of the institutional credit
investors. A replacement bridge and nature path will be opened in Water levels in the ponds can be
individually controlled. This RFP process is competitive, and credits are awarded based on the location,
product quality, financial feasibility, and resident services offered. Developments typically pay the same state
and local property taxes that market rate properties do, unless they are specifically granted abatement by the
local taxing jurisdiction. These features contributed to its selection as the site for one of the most sophisticated
and thorough studies ever undertaken to determine the total energy budget of a salt marsh. Drainage water is
piped to a discharge site. The ponds provide a unique opportunity to experimentally study the ecology and
evolution of fish, plankton, and other aquatic organisms. In a LIHTC community, residents pay their own rent
and are subject to the same income and credit verification as well as background screening as residents of
market rate properties. Services and Equipment. Proceedings of the Royal Society B In addition to the ponds,
mesocosm experiments in cattle tanks and similar containers are often conducted at the facility because of the
availability of outdoor space, water, and the field lab. As an instructional resource, the Flax Pond tidal marsh
is the site of regular, but controlled, field trips for marine biology, botany, and ecology classes. Ecology, The
west, dry wing of the building, houses two dry labs, two offices, one cold room, and bathrooms. Fresh water is
supplied from Suffolk County Water Authority. Specially designed cultivation towers are available for
culturing microalgae and zooplankton. Fresh water for use in maintaining live animals is further treated by
passing through a water softener to remove copper and iron ions followed by a passage through a series of
calcite and sand filters to increase the total hardness and pH while reducing the presence of particulates. While
the equity investment is made upfront, the credits are earned over a year term. As a research preserve, Flax
Pond is a complete salt marsh system in miniature that is well protected from stresses caused by man. Salt
water supply system: Dual intake pipes terminating in a deep hole in the marsh. Conducting Research at the
Ponds Visiting scholars as well as resident graduate students, postdocs and faculty, use the Pond Lab for
research. All use of the ponds and pond facilities requires prior approval from the Pond Site Coordinator,
Sarah Fitzpatrick. The tables range in size from 1 x 3 meters to 1. Incoming flow rates of gallons per minute,
normal operations, and gpm maximum capacity. The design and construction of the ponds ensures maximum
uniformity in exposure, water, and basin configuration. It has automated venting, shading, and forced air
circulation. The greenhouse was completely rebuilt in

